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Background 
Several studies have reported that the Intestinal microbiota 

of IBS patients is altered and differs from healthy people. Such 
condition of dysbiosis, associated with physical or psychological 
stress, may increase the intestinal barrier permeability, 
hypersensitize the afferent fibers of the enteric nervous system, 
and thus contributing to the clinical manifestations of the 
syndrome. Bifidobacteria are normally present in the human  

 
intestine where they exert a fundamental role. Presence of 
Bifidobacteria in patients with Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) 
is decreased and their use as probiotics has been indicated to 
re-establish eubiosis in this condition. Previous Japanese studies 
have reported the efficacy of the probiotic Bifidobacterium 
Longum BB-536 to normalize bowel frequency and stool 
consistency in young adult [1,2] and elderly subjects [3]. 
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Abstract

Background: Presence of Bifidobacteria in patients with Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) is decreased and their use as probiotics has 
been indicated to re-establish eubiosis in this condition. Bifidobacterium Longum BB-536 (BB-536) has favorable direct effect on epithelial 
adherence, reinforcement of tight junctions, stimulation of IgA production and of cell-mediated immunity, anti gram-negative and pathogenic 
microbe action. Lactoferrin acts as prebiotic for bifidobacteria (bifidogenic effect) and has antinflammatory, antioxidant, antibacterial, and 
antiviral activity.

Aim: An exploratory study with primary aim to evaluate in IBS patients the effectiveness of Bifidobacterium Longum BB-536+Lactoferrin 
on abdominal pain, bloating and on the severity of IBS (IBS-SS).

Protocol: Rome III IBS patients of both genders (age 18-65 yrs) were consecutively recruited at a tertiary referral center. Patients, after 
registering their symptoms for one basal run-in week on a first daily diary card, were randomly and blindly allocated to treatment with active 
drug, a capsule containing BB-536 3 x 109 UFC+Lactoferrin 50 mg or an identical placebo for 2 weeks. During the treatment period patients 
registered symptoms on a second daily diary card. IBS-SS was reported at the end of the run-in period and of the two weeks of treatment. 
Self-perceived intensity of abdominal pain and bloating was reported on a visual analogue scale (VAS), ranging 1-100mm during the week of 
the run-in period and the last 10 days of the treatment.

Results: Thirty-five patients were recruited; one patient dropped out after the first daily diary card completion, thus 34 final outpatients 
completed the study trial (18, F15 mean age 44.7±13.1 yrs, in the BB 536+Lactoferrin arm and 16, F11 mean age 46.6±14.4yrs, in the placebo 
arm). Demography, BMI, and IBS-SS at basal period did not differ between the two groups. In comparison to basal run-in period the IBS-SS 
improved significantly (p<0.007) after BB536+Lactoferrin and not significantly after placebo. In comparison to placebo abdominal pain and 
bloating VAS severity improved significantly after BB536+Lac (p<0.007; p<0.03). 

Conclusion: IBS patients benefit of two-week treatment with Bifidobacterium Longum BB536 enriched with Lactoferrin. The main 
benefit is on the reduction of abdominal pain severity. Results of this exploratory double-blind trial are promising but confirmation with a 
long term, larger and more differentiated population is desirable
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Bifidobacterium Longum BB536 has favorable direct effect on 
epithelial adherence [4], reinforcement of tight junctions [5], 
stimulation of IgA production [6] and of cell-mediated immunity 
[7], anti gram-negative and pathogenic microbe action. A recent 
controlled clinical study has shown the efficacy of BB536, 
combined with two other Bifidobacteria, on IBS symptoms in 
pediatric patients [8]. Lactoferrin is a glycoprotein, present 
in mother’s milk and in several other exocrine secretions as 
saliva tears, bile, gastric and pancreatic. It is released from 
neutrophils during the inflammation process. Lactoferrin 
has antinflammatory, antioxidant, antibacterial, and antiviral 
activity [9-11], in addition to the high resistance of its peptide 
components to degradation effect of gastroenteric proteases, it 
reaches  the colon where it electively exerts a bifidogenic effect 
favoring the development of Bifidobacteria [11,12]. To our 
knowledge no clinical controlled studies have been performed 
to assess the efficacy of BB536 and lactoferrin on symptoms of 
IBS adult patients. AIM Primary aim of this preliminary study 
is to evaluate the effectiveness of Bifidobacterium Longum BB 
536+Lactoferrin on abdominal pain, bloating and the global IBS 
symptomatology in IBS patients.

Protocol and Methods
Outpatients of a tertiary referral centers presenting with 

abdominal pain and bowel alterations matching the were 
consecutively assessed. Italian speaking patients matching the 
Rome III IBS [13], and with no structural alterations, systemic 
diseases, psychiatric disorders, cognitive impairment, history 
of drug or excessive alcohol consumption, and BMI>30 were 
recruited. After formal acceptance of informed consent patients 
were asked not to assume any drug for one basal week period 
during which they registered their symptoms on a first daily 
diary card. At the end of this run-in wash-out period, patients 
were randomly and blindly allocated to treatment with active 
drug, a capsule containing BB536 3 x 109 UFC+Lactoferrin 50mg 
or identical placebo for 2 weeks. During the treatment period 
patients registered symptoms on a second daily diary card. 
Irritable Self-perceived intensity of abdominal pain and bloating 
was reported on a visual analogue scale (VAS), ranging 1-100mm 
during the week of the run-in period and the last 10 days of the 
treatment. In addition patients filled in the Bowel Syndrome 
Symptom Severity Scale (IBS-SS) questionnaire at the end of the 
run-in period and of the two weeks of treatment.  IBS-SS score 
assesses severity of symptoms being 0-75 low-absent and >300 
severe [14]. Descriptive continuous variables are expressed as 
mean (m) and standard deviation (sd). The comparison between 
different study periods are performed using the Mann-Whitney 
U-test for continuous variables and 2 test for dichotomic 
variables. A value of p<0.05 is considered as the limit for 
statistical significance (Table 1).  

Results 
Thirty-five patients were recruited; one patient dropped out 

after first daily diary card completion, thus 34 final outpatients 

completed the study trial (18, F15 mean age 44.7±13.1yrs, in the 
BB 536+Lactoferrin arm and 16, F11 mean age 46.6±14.4yrs, in 
the placebo arm). Demography, BMI, and IBS-SS score at basal 
period did not differ between the two groups (Table 1). In 
comparison to basal run-in period the reduction of IBS-SS score 
was 50(p<0.007) after BB536+Lac and 38 (n.s.) after placebo. 
Compared to placebo, pain and bloating VAS was significantly 
reduced after BB536+Lac (Figure 1). Diarrhea-, Constipation-, 
Mixed- and Unspecified- predominant IBS subtypes did not have 
different symptomatology response. 

Figure 1: VAS for abdominal pain and bloating during basal 
period (white columns) in comparison with treatment period with 
BB-536+Lact (black columns) or placebo (grey columns).
(*) p<0.007; (^) p<0.03.

Table 1: Comparison of Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of 
the Study Subjects According to the Randomization Group.

BB-536+Lact 

n=18

Placebo 

n=16

p

Gender F(M) 15(3) 11(5) 0.551*

Age (years) 44.7±13.1 46.6±14.4 0.679^

BMI (kg/m2) 22.8±3.1 22.2±3.7 0.665^

IBS-SSS 289.2±70.0 277.8±81.9 0.193^

Bowel Habit 
(b.m./week)

8.4±3.6 8.2±2.4 0.878^

Abdominal 
Bloating (VAS)

55.8±16.9 46.7±18.9 0.275^

Abdominal 
Pain  (VAS)

46.5±19.2 37.6±20.8 0.193^

Discussion
The main result of this exploratory study indicates that BB536 

plus Lactoferrin combination induces an overall improvement of 
IBS symptomatology, more specifically of abdominal pain severity. 
It is of note that patients benefit of this improvement in the short 
period of two-week treatment. It can be hypothesized that such 
a rapid efficacy response can be due to the specific properties of 
BB536. In comparison to other bifidobacteria, BB536 has greater 
epithelial adhesivity and a long term proliferation activity after 
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the ingestion [4,15]. BB536 has been shown to normalize the 
dysbiotic condition induced by antibiotic treatment [16,17], and 
It is, thus, likely that this probiotic plays a relevant role also in 
normalizing the altered microbiota present in IBS patients. In 
addition BB536 has been shown to reinforce the epithelial barrier 
and to decrease intestinal permeability, increasing occludin and 
zonulin production of the tight junctions [18]. Lactoferrin can 
contribute to obtain a more effective and rapid improvement 
of IBS symptoms for its antinflammatory and antioxidant 
actions as well as for its bifidogenic potential of enhancing 
vitality and proliferation of BB536 in the intestinal lumen. The 
favorable effect of BB536 plus Lactoferrin combination on pain 
severity may derive from its antinflammatory action on the 
mucosal immune system and thus a lesser afferent nerve fiber 
activation. Such antinflammatory action of BB536 in reducing 
the stimulation of the mucosal immune cells is obtained both 
directly and indirectly, reinforcing the epithelial barrier and 
has been previously demonstrated in active ulcerative colitis 
patients [18]. Undoubtedly, the strength of the present study 
is the randomized, double blind parallel group protocol of the 
trial. Nonetheless the results of this study must be viewed as 
preliminary due to the limited number of patients and for its 
short duration. In addition these observations have been made 
in selected patients of a tertiary referral center and may not be 
representative of the larger and unselected IBS population.

In conclusion, IBS patients appear to benefit of a two-week 
treatment with Bifidobacterium Longum BB536 enriched with 
Lactoferrin. The main benefit is on the reduction of abdominal 
pain severity. Results of this exploratory double-blind trial are 
promising but confirmation with a long term, larger and more 
differentiated population is desirable.
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